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To accompany the petition of Thomas W. Pelham and another for
the encouragement of the organization or reorganization of businesses
and undertakings as Massachusetts corporations. Taxation.

In the Year One Thousand Nine Hundred and Twenty-Two.

AN ACT
To encourage the Organization or Reorganization of

Businesses and Undertakings as Massachusetts
Corporations.

in General Court assembled, and by the authority of the
same, as follows:

1 Section five of chapter sixty-two of the General
2 Laws, as amended by chapter three hundred and
3 seventy-six of the acts of nineteen hundred and
4 twenty-one, is hereby further amended by insert-
-5 ing, at the end of subsection (c), the following
6 provision: Provided, however, that upon a

7 purchase, sale, or exchange of intangible property
8 for any other similar property effected after Jan-
-9 uary first, one thousand nine hundred and twenty-

10 two, no taxable gain or loss shall be recognized or
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11 determined when, in the reorganization of one or
12 more corporations, a person receives in place of
13 any shares or securities owned by him shares or
14 securities in a Massachusetts corporation a party
15 to or resulting from such reorganization. The
16 word “reorganization”, as used in this paragraph,
17 includes a recapitalization or reorganization of a
18 Massachusetts corporation or a reorganization,
19 merger, or consolidation resulting in the acquisi-

-20 tion by a Massachusetts corporation of at least
21 a majority of the voting shares and at least a ma-
-22 jority of the total number of all other classes of
23 shares in the capital stock of another corporation
24 or of all or substantially all of the properties of
25 such other corporation whether organized in
26 Massachusetts or elsewhere, —so that subsec-
-27 tion (c) will read as follows: (c) The excess of
28 the gains over the losses received by the taxpayer
29 from purchases or sales of intangible personal
30 property, whether or not said taxpayer is engaged
31 in the business of dealing in such property, shall
32 be taxed at the rate of three per cent per annum.
33 Any trustee or other fiduciary may charge any
34 taxes paid under this paragraph against principal
35 in any accounting which he makes as such trus-
-36 tee. Provided, however, that upon a purchase,
37 sale, or exchange of intangible property for any
38 other similar property effected after January first,
39 nineteen hundred and twenty-two, no taxable
40 gain or loss shall be recognized or determined
41 when, in the reorganization of one or more corpo-
-42 rations, a person receives in place of any shares
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43 or securities owned by him shares or securities in
44 a Massachusetts corporation a party to or result-
-45 ing from such reorganization. The word “reor-
-46 ganization”, as used in this paragraph, includes
47 a recapitalization or reorganization of a Massa-
-48 chusetts corporation or a reorganization, merger,
49 or consolidation resulting in the acquisition by a
50 Massachusetts corporation of at least a majority
51 of the voting shares and at least a majority of the
52 total number of all other classes of shares in the
53 capital stock of another corporation or of all or

54 substantially all of the properties of such other
55 corporation whether organized in Massachusetts
56 or elsewhere.




